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Background

• There are three models explaining production-interpretation relationship of pronoun

Mirror Model 

Expectancy Hypothesis

Bayesian Approach

(e.g., Aenold, 2001)

(e.g., Ariel, 1990)

(e.g., Kehler et al., 2008)

Choice of forms

Production bias

Pronoun Interpretation

[Factors affecting pragmatic 

conditions]

Choice of referent

Next-mention bias

Pronoun Interpretation

[Grammatical/ semantic factors 

affecting predictability]

Predictability

Pronoun Interpretation

[Grammatical/ Info structure 

factors]

Choice of forms

Production bias
Choice of referent

Next-mention bias

[Semantic/ pragmatic factors]

Mirror Model Expectancy Hypothesis Bayesian Model

Production and interpretation 

are mirror images

Another version of Mirror model: 

Predictability drives interpretation
Interpretation considers multiple 

processes

• Interpretation bias P(referent|pronoun): The 

probability of interpreting a given pronoun toward a 

referent

• Production bias P(pronoun|referent ): The probability 

of using a pronoun to refer to a particular referent

• Next-mention bias P(referent) : The probability to 

mention a particular referent the next 

• Pronoun interpretation is determined by a single process 

in production (Choice of referent/forms)

• Interpretation is symmetric with the production process

• Two theories differ in the role of referent predictability

• Pronoun interpretation is 

determined by both choice of 

referent and forms 

• Interpretation is asymmetric 

with production

• The validity of the Bayesian model has been proven in 

• English overt pronouns (Rhode & Kehler, 2014);

• Chinese overt pronouns (Zhan et al., 2020); and 

• German personal and demonstrative pronouns (Patterson et al., 2021)

Research Question

Next-mention bias Interpretation bias

• We have various way to refer to a referent in languages: names or pronouns; and listeners can always 

understand what the speaker is referring to

• In Mandarin, we have two forms of pronouns: (1) overt pronouns and (2) null pronouns

小红 从 小丽 那儿 收到-了 封-信，于是 小红/她/ ∅ 写-了 封-回信
Xiaohong from Xiaoli there receive-PFV CL-letter,  so Xiaohong/she/ ∅ write-PFV CL-reply
‘Xiaohong received a letter from Xiaoli, so Xiaohong/she/∅ wrote a reply’

• What is the relationship between pronoun production and interpretation?

• Overt and null pronouns are different in many aspects

• Null pronoun interpretation prefers subject more (e.g. Zhang, 2018);

• Null pronoun should be more sensitive to pragmatic factors (e.g. Li & Thompson, 1979)

• Which model best explains the production-interpretation 

relationship of null pronoun?

Experiments

• Two passage-continuation experiments

• Participants continue the given sentence at their wish

• Experiment 1: replicate previous study on Mandarin overt pronoun

• Experiment 2: evaluate the mechanism of Mandarin null pronoun

• Design

• Two verb types to see whether the model applies in different contexts

• Manipulated the verb bias (more likely to continue the sentence with subject or object) to examine the 

semantic effect on next-mention bias

• Different prompt types: free prompt examines the next-mention and production biases, pronoun prompts 

examines the interpretation bias

• Different connectives for each verb type to maximize the effect of verb bias

• Two experiments differ in the type of pronoun prompts, null pronoun was indicated by the null subject of 

the verb “wants to/think”

• 51 participants for Experiment 1; 100 participants for Experiment 2

Implicit causality (IC) verbs

小玲吓到了嘉怡，因为…

Xiaoling frightened Jiayi, because

嘉怡害怕小玲，因为…

Jiayi scares Xiaoling, because

Subject (N1)-biased verb Object (N2) -biased verb

Transfer-of-possession (TOP) verbs:

立强从小刚那里收到了一个包裹，所以…

Liqiang received a package from Xiaogang, so

小刚向立强寄了一个包裹，所以…

Xiaogang sent a package to Liqiang, so

Subject (N1)-biased verb Object (N2)-biased verb

因为 (free)…

because…

因为想 (null)…

because wants to/think…

因为她 (overt)…
because she…

Free prompt Pronoun prompt 

所以 (free)…

so…

所以想 (null)…

so wants to/think…

所以她 (overt)…
so she…

Free prompt Pronoun prompt

Quantitative Evaluation

• Quantitative models of the three theories

Results

• The interpretation bias predicted by each model 

can be calculated using this model and data from 

free prompt; and 

• Compared with the actual interpretation bias 

obtained from pronoun prompts

• Evaluation metrics

Correlation: R-squared (R2)

• How well the observed values are 

replicated by the predicted value

• The higher the better

Mean squared error (MSE)

• Reflects how far away the prediction is 

from the observation

Average Cross Entropy (ACE)

• Reflects how far away the prediction is from the 

observation in a log scale

• Gives more weight to extreme deviations

Prediction error: the smaller the better performance

Underestimated
Overestimated

Underestimated

Overestimated

• Experiment 1: Overt pronouns
• Verb bias affects both next-mention and interpretation bias

• Only grammatical role affects the production of overt pronouns 

Underestimated

Overestimated

Underestimated

Overestimated

• The Bayesian model predicts the interpretation bias the best in both verb types

• In general, the Bayesian model has a much smaller prediction error

• Experiment 2: Null pronouns

• Verb bias affects next-mention only, but not interpretation bias

• Only grammatical role affects the production null pronouns, and null occurs less than overt 

• Due to the insensitivity of semantic factor, none of the model predicts well

• Though the Bayesian model performs the best in all metrics, the prediction error is persistently very high

IC Overt Bayesian Expectancy Mirror

R2 0.950*** 0.952*** 0.491***

MSE 0.009 0.016 0.085

ACE 0.804 0.888 0.521

TOP Overt Bayesian Expectancy Mirror

R2 0.585*** 0.772*** 0.080

MSE 0.019 0.060 0.068

ACE 0.253 0.575 0.309

***: p < .001; **: p < .01; *: p < .05;

IC Null Bayesian Expectancy Mirror

R2 0.253* 0.004 0.045

MSE 0.114 0.297 0.262

ACE 0.445 0.858 0.820

TOP Null Bayesian Expectancy Mirror

R2 0.488*** 0.383** 0.041

MSE 0.067 0.197 0.137

ACE 0.277 0.606 0.452

***: p < .001; **: p < .01; *: p < .05;

Discussion
Overt pronoun Null pronoun

Well-explained by the Bayesian approach None of the model explains well

• Interpretation is subject to multiple processes 

instead of a single next-mention or production bias

• Except that verb bias also affects the 

production of overt pronoun in TOP verbs

• Interpretation is always highly N1-biased 

• Showed asymmetry predicted by the 

Bayesian approach, but the real pattern 

cannot be captured by a simple model  a 

more complicated mechanism
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